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simply that reason is the ultimate judge of religion as of other
matters; since reason is an individual attribute there are likely
to be opposing opinions; as no man can be certain that his
opinion is right or better than another's, it is wrong to persecute
unorthodox beliefs, for there is no demonstrable proof that they
are erroneous. Moreover no one can be a heretic who lives
a good life. The learned contentions of writers such as these
were reinforced by puritan pamphleteers—Roger Williams,
Henry Robinson, and John Milton. These all issued vigorous
pleas for freedom of conscience in 1644. Milton's best argument
is that persecution is unnecessary because truth is strong enough
to prevail without the aid of compulsion. Let truth and false-
hood grapple, he urged; who ever knew truth to be worsted in
a free and open conflict? Moreover the liberty and zeal of
sects proved that men were no longer content with "rigid
external formality' and cgross conforming stupidity'.
There was another group whose members furnish an excellent
example of the growth of toleration. The Jews, for two cen-
turies after their expulsion by Edward I, either avoided England
or dwelt there in such obscurity as to escape notice. During the
sixteenth century the presence of Jews or crypto-Jews attracted
attention, especially after the execution for treason of Roderigo
Lopez, Elizabeth's physician, who may well have been in some
sense the original of Shylock. Their position was improved
during the puritan revolution, when they benefited by the
intense study of the Hebrew Scriptures and the growth of
toleration. Cromwell befriended them, partly through dislike
of persecution and partly because he realized that the trade
with Spain and Portugal, and to a smaller degree with the
Levant, was in their hands. If allowed to settle in England
they could assist the mercantile policy that found expression in
the Navigation Act. He encouraged the mission of Menasseh
ben Israel, a rabbi from Amsterdam, in 1655, and supported
his petition. A conference was summoned in which sat mem-
bers of the council of state, lawyers, soldiers, merchants, and
divines, but it was soon evident from its proceedings that Prynne
and other pamphleteers had been only too successful in inflam-
ing public opinion against the Jews. So Cromwell derived one
benefit alone from the conference—the report of the judicial
representatives that there was no legal bar to the Jews' return.

